THE SAMUARGAVIDYÃ AND ITS CONTEXT
IN T\ryO SÃMAVEDIC TEXTS
Henk Bodewitz
læiden

Since Lüders (1916) discussed the saryvargavidyã passages in Jaiminiya Upaniçad
Brãhmana 3,1-2 and Chãndogya Upanigad 4,1-3, several publications have appeared in which improved translations and text-emendations \¡,ere presented.l In the
pfesent article

I will concentrate on the introductory

passage (missing in the JUB)

and the concluding portion (present in the JUB) and
composition was structured as some sort of unity.

*

*

try to show how the final

*

The introductory passage in ChU 4,1-2 forms a rather surprising story in which all
kinds of details are obscure, due to the fact that it contains conversations in colloquial Sanskrit, lVe are interested in the general contents rather than in linguistic
and stylistic points.
lùy'hen an older passage

from the sphere of the Brãhmanas is adopted by

the

Upaniçads, there is sometimes an addition at the beginning, such as an introductory
story. See, for example, the pañcãgnividyã-cum-pit¡ldevayana passages in the Jai-

minlya Brãhmana and in the chãndogya, B¡had-Ãranyaka and Kausitaki upani$ads.2 In the above-mentioned Brãhmana Ûust as in its predecessor Satapatha
Brãhmaqa I1,6,2), there is an implicit connection with the Agnihotra ritual since the
subject is treated in the Agnihotra section of the Jaiminlya Brãhma4a, but the topic
of a Brahmin being taught a lesson by a Kgatriya is missing here. The tenor of the

)

See e.g. Hauschild 1968; Frauwallner 19921
further references conceming details)'

Gotö 199ó; Olivelle 199ó (all containing

Söhnen l98l deals extensively with the introductory Påssage in the Upanigads. For the prcUpanigadic background, see Bodewitz 1996'
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introductory passage in the three above-mentioned upaniçads, in which the Agnihotra does not play a role, is quite clear. The theory of rebirth and liberation is to be
ascribed to the Kgatriyas.3
The introductory story in ChU 4,1-2 has a completely different message. The
glorya of king Jãnairuti Pautrãyaqa is compared wirh that of a certain Raikva
(4,1,3) who probably was a Brahmin.s. In the two talks between the king and the
Brahmin (chu 4,2), the king is more humiliared by the Brahmin (who even calls
him a Südra) than the Brahmin by the king in the inrroducrory stories of the
pañcãgnividyã.
The opposition between the ideas and practices of the two persons concemed
is quite evident. The king follows a traditional line and tries to collect as much merit
as possible by organizing sacrifices,

giving rich daksiryãs to the priests, giving alms
to beggars, and building lodges where travellers could stay ovemight and get food.6
This concentration on yajña and dãna is associated with the pitryãna (i.e. with
rebinh) in the follow-up of the

ñcagnividya. This means that king Jãnaéruti (true
to his name)7 is mainly interested in renown, perhaps also in the effects of his
3

4

pa

For a discussion of this motif in conncction with the pancagnividyã, see Bodewitz 1973:
216-217: 1996:52-53.
The glory or lustre of the king is denoted by the term lyolis (ChU 4, 1,2). Gotõ (1996: 9293) interprets this term as the light spread by the fire of a kitchen in one of the hospices for
travellers sponsored by the king. I cloubt the corectness of this interpretation, ancl wonder
whcther meals were cooked at night in Vedic hostels of public chality and whether Indian
charcoal could spread a jyotis which is said lo bc sa¡ttant ditã ... ãnram. see also note 6.

5

The lexl docs not explicitly denote him as a Brahmin, but o¡re sentence seems to imply his
belonging to this class. King Jánaóruti says to one of his couniers who had becn sent out to
find Raikva and had failed to do so that he should look for him in a place wlrere one has to
search fora Brahmin (ChU 4,1,7), The strange circumstance that Raikva is sitting under a
cart (4,1,8) induced Rau (see lckler 1973: 82) to emencl the rexr to ahrahmu4a ('nonBrahmin').Thisemendation was accepred by olivelle (1996: 340). However, afrer rhe discoveryof Raikva the king offers him i.a. a village and his daughter (4,2,4), items usually
not given to non-Brahmins. Gotõ (1996: 100-l0l) draws attention to the facr thar transporting goods by cart is a common occupation among Brahmins.

6

According to Gotõ (1996:92), king Jãna5ruti was sleeping in one of his guesthouses when
overflying geese talking, He sat up straight in his bed and askecl the tsa¡lr,
the "Chefkoch" or "Küchenmeister" who was just preparing food for travellers in thc mi4¿le
of the night, what the meaning of the talk of the geese was. The picture of a king staying in
one of his own public guesthouses is rather surprising. The t¡cr¡, one of the powerful
ratnins in rhe Vedic period (Bodewitz 19821 214), can hardly be rhe hcad of the soup
kitchcn. Of course JãnaSruti was staying in his own palace, but it is cloubtful whelher he was
lying on the roof of the palace - as Lüders (1940: 371) assumes - since palaces made of
brick with such accommodations are not to be expected in the Vedic period.
of course this name is just a patronymic. His father Janasruta was a pupil of H¡svã6aya, the
king of the Mahãvrças. This Kgatriy:r family of Janaíruta seen¡s to have producecl several
teachers (sce the vamía of JUB 3,40,2, in which, howevcr, Jãnairuri himself is rightly
missing).
he overheard the

?
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merits, which according to traditional Vedic views would provide him with a place
in heaven.

In the conversation with the poor Brahmin, who seems to rub his itching back
(4,1,8) against the bottom8 of acart, the king tries to buy Raikva's knowledge by

offering him the usual sort of presents (cattle, a chariot with mules and a golden
omament). The poor Brahmin's knowledge would provide the king with the success attributed to this Brahmin by geeseg who flew over the king's house (4,1,2).
They claimed that, just as a successful gambler who takes all by his victorious K¡ta,
Raikva would be able to win the merits (sdrilil¡) of all creatures (4,1,4). This raises
the attention of the king, who wants to be the most meritorious person in the world.
However, knowledge rather than good deeds is decisive here. By showing off, the

king is the loser in comparison with the dirty Brahmin under the cart.
It is remarkable that the king does not try to buy a doctrine or theoryl0 from
the Brahmin. Being an old-fashioned person, he asks for the name of the deity worshippedll by Raikva (4,2,2).

8

In most lranslations Raikva (for unknown rcasons) is just sitting under a cart and then
his sores. Probably he uses thc botlom of thc cart rather than his own hands for

scratches

scratching. Raikva is called suyugrø¡ and this tcrm was interpreted as 'with the cart' in the
past (before Lüders connected this epithet with gambling and interpreted it as 'collector', i.e.

9

l0

ll

the one who in the saqNarga gathers together the stakes). However, lugvan meaning 'cad'
does not occur and sayúgvan is found only once (in the RV) meaning 'associated, going
together'. So the term does not qualify Raikva as ¿¡ transporter (cf. note 5).

L.r,

surprising than the fairy-tale faculty of speech of these birds is the realism which
modem inlelpreters have tried to discovcr here without taking into account the omithological
data. Thus Hauschild (19ó8: 347) regards the "light" of JãnaSruri as a beacon for lhe
orientation of the geese, but the sense of direction of migratory birds does not depend on
incidental sources of light on earth. The lighfrenown of Jãnalruti is metaphorically a real
source of light or fire. At night, in complete darkness, migratory birds may indeed cr¿sh
through such lights and this may have been the background for the waming by one of the
geese. The assumption that lhere is a leader among the gcesc (Hauschild 1968: 338, 343344) is also unfounded. Flying geese have no leaders and arc altematingly in the lcad in
theirechelon forrnalion. Therefore Gotõ's argumentation (1996: 93) in defence of an active
interpretation of tan mã pra.tirl,(.rilr'Bring das nicht in Berührung'(ChU 4,1,2) is not
convincing, For another instance of an active instead of a middle form, see ChU 1,4,2
a c c hadaya n' they covercd themselves'.
According to Golõ (199ó: I l3-l l4), the king only wanred ro win in gambling, but rcceived
a doctrine which was already known to his leamed family. I doubt the conectness of lhis
conclusion. Jâna6ruti wanted to obtain the same merits which Raikva rcceived and which
were taken from othcr people. The gambling is only refened to in a simile.

Cotõ (1996: 102) observesr "Zu beachten ist die Art, wie der König fragt. Er glaubt fest,
dass es sich um das Würfelspiel handelt und bittet Raikva daru¡n, die Gottheit zu offenbaren, mit dcren Hilfe man das Spiel gewinnen kann." Again I reject an implicit rcfe¡ence to
gambling. On the other hand, Raikva does not simply ask: "Teach me the deity whom you
worship", since the word devatãnt is repeated in thc relative clause. Therefore Senart ( I 930:
47) observes thaa yry devatãm npri,r.re should mean 'whom you regard to be the deity'. It is
possible that Jãnairuti is asking for the deity who is the Loñ (îivara), whereas the deity
mentioned in Raikva's doctrine is a "Naturkraft" (Hauschild 1968: 356) or its nricrocosmic
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The first attempt turns out to be a failure, since Raikva is not interested in cattle, gold and chariots. ln the second attempt, the king increases his bid and is again
humiliated by Raikva, who seems to show his lack of interest in earthly goods.l2

However, one item in the bid interests Raikva, i.e. the daughter of the king.l3
This makes the story funny, but one may ask what are the implications of this
detail. On the one hand, it shows that the Brahmin is interested in sex, and on the
other, that perhaps the author wanted to emphasize the humiliation of the king, who
is forced to give his daughterla to a diny man.
As the opposite number of merits in the form of yaina and dãna, we expect
asceticism, meditation and renouncement. The dirty Raikva does not entirely fulfil
it is clear that Raikva is not a traditional

our expectations in this respect. However,

Brahmin (who would easily sell his knowledge for a hundred cows). He gives the
impression of being a dropout who is not interested in status and prosperity. He
does not seem to be "a man in the world"l5, but misses at least an essential characteristic of the renouncer, i.e. chastity. Moreover, we can hardly expect king Janaíruti to offer the possession of a village to a renouncer. Raikva is a philosopher
ratherthan a renouncer, a philosopher rather than a priest. Philosophy and interest
in sex need not exclude each other.

A precursor of the Brahman and Ãtman doctrines is found here. According to
Ltiders (1940: 372), Jãna3ruti did not foresee this implication.

counterpart.

12

13

14
15

He seems to reject them like Naciketas did in KalhU 1,1,2?, where king Yama offers them.
However, Raikva does not refuse to accept all pleasures (as Naciketas did). lckler (1973: 54)
assumes that it was only the first time Raikva rejected the cattle and that the second time he
accepted both the princess and the cattle. She rejects Böhtlingk's conjectures and reads ri7'a
hãre (= ha are) fv¿, resp. aja hare mã'He du, treibc (sie) zu dir (zurück)/zu mir' (not completely convincing). The fact that the promised village was later called Raikvapar4as might
indicate that he actually accepted the gift.

His stalement ... anenaiva (sc. mukhena) malãpayisyath¿i.r has been variously translarecl.
Anyhow the conditional implies that the face of the king's daughter would have been
enough to bring Raikva round, and that the cattle and the other presents (whethcr this time
he acceptcd them or not) in fact could be regarded as a waste of investment. The causative
lapayati should be derived from a root lî- (lay-). It is, however, doubtful whether /ay 'sich
anschmiegen' (for litera¡ure, see Gotõ 1987: 279, n. 648) can be the basis of a causative
which ultimately means 'verführen'. The root lay- 'to melt' with a causative/transitive 'to
melt, to soften' looks more attractive. The verb lapayati often refers to the weakening of the
resistanceorfirmnessof somebody (e.g. of women who are seduced), Olivelle (1996: 340)
is wrong in following lckler's interpretation and in translating with 'to swindle': 'Raikva's
final response probably means that JanaSruti could have cheated him of his knowledge by
just giving his daughter; he is relieved not to have been so cheated and to receive the wealth
as well.' There is some difference between 'to seduce, win over' and 'to cheat'.

Mostly golden omamentst chariols with mules, etc,, are associated with slave girls in
girls or nymphs

enumerations. See e.g. ChU 5,13,2 and cf. KalhU I,1,26 (wherc heavenly
are mentioned). For further parallels, see Rau 1974: 54.

Lüders (1940: 3?2) rcgards rhe so-callecl "Brahmin" as rhe man "derder Welt entsagt hat,
um den Nachdenken über die höchsten Fragen zu leben".
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It should also be observed here that Raikva has the reputation of someone who
collects as much merit as possible and in this respect is even a rival of king Jana6ruti. This does not look like the description of a renouncer striving for moksa.
Probably heaven (traditionally the place of unlimited sex) was his aim.

*

*

{.

The contents of the saqvargavidyã as such, as found in JUB 3,1,1-20 and in ChU
4,3,14, are quite clear. Wind is the god into which other deities enter when they

stop functioning. Similarly, pra4a has this role in his relation to the other vital
po\xers in the body.

IntheJUB,bothVãyu (3,1,12) and Prãna (3,1,18) are equated with the symbol of this text, the Sãman, and thus are implicitly equal. Similarly, the Upaniçad
calls both Vãyu and Pr-a4a sarywarga (4,3,1-3). No statement is made in either text
about a hierarchical relation between Praqa and Vãyu. Both are winners like the
K¡ta in the game of gambling. Having this knowledge, Raikva is said to be a winner
in the introductory passage. rù/hat happened to king Jãna6ruti after having bought
this knowledge is not mentioned. He may have neglected his charity and his motels
for travellers. The magicl6 of the sanwargavidya would suffice.

*

{<

*

In the follow-up to Raikva's doctrine (JUB 3,1,21; 3,2; ChU 4,3,5-8), the scene
switches to a different location. Two persons, Saunaka Kãpeya and Abhipratãrin
(Kâkpseni), are having dinner, when a Brahmin comes begging for food. It is clear
that here a new passage has been added, though it occurs in both texts. The reasons
for this assumption are the following. First, Abhiprattuin was a king of the Kurus,
whereas the Raikva story has to be situated in the country of the Mahãv¡ças (at least
according to the ChU passage)|7. In the second place, the arrangement of the text
seems to point to a secondary combination. Raikva's doctrine ends in JUB 3,1,20
just before the end of 3,1 . The conversation between Abhipratãrin, Saunaka Kãpeya
and the Brahmin starts

just before the new chapter 3,2. In this way a rather forced

16 Cf. the parimara

doctrine of Aitareya Brãhmar.ra 8,28 and Kau$itaki Upaniçad 2,ll-12
(Bodewitz 198ó), which has a magical application for a king. The contents of that doctrine
are similar lo lhe saryvargavidya. For another combination of a theory on the prdnas with a
magic application, see Bodewitz 1973:273-275. In the Present Passage, knowledge of the

17

doctrine creates superiority and no ceremony is required.
Theconnection between king Jãnaíruti and the Mahãv¡pas is also evident in the JUB. Se¿

n.

5.
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link is made between the two passagesls. In the ChU the sarywargavidya of Raikva
and the conversation with the begging man (here a Brahmacãrin) are combined in
one chapter.

Obviously, Abhipratãrin was not the type of Kpatriya represented by Janairuti
in the introductory passage. He refuses to give food to the Brahmin (in the JUB) or
the Brahmacarin (in the ChU). This is against the Dharma rule of hospitality. King
Abhipratãrin, who has dinnerl9 with someone who elsewhere is described as his
Purohita (a Brahmin functionary at the court)2O seems to revolt against the traditional rules of Vedism. Still, he is sometimes mentioned in Vedic literature as discussing interpretations of the ritual with Saunaka Kãpeya.
One may assume that the lack of hospitality in the follow-up to the sa,?vargavr'rlya induced the author of the ChU to add the introductory passage with king
Jãna6r:ti, who had an obsession with charity. In this way an opposition was made.
The Brahmin does not receive food in the JUB, because the king and his
Purohita âre not impressed by the quality of the unannounced guest or beggar. They
thought: ko vã ko vd (3,2.1), which is translated by Oertel (1896: 160) as 'Who or
who is he?' In the Upaniçad the two simply refuse to give food (4,3,5).
The Brahmin/Brahmacãrin then recites a verse, which looks like a riddle, but
czur simply be connected with the saryvargavidyã. It is about four powerful beings
and one deity who is not seen, though he is living in many places. The verse might
refer to the five2l cosmic or the five microcosmic entities of the doctrine. Both
Vãyu and Prãta are invisible.22

l8
l9

This may be compared with a srronger measure taken to indicate the coherence of two
successive scctions, namely the ending ofa section in the middle of a senlence. See Parpola
t981.
The Jaiminiya text reads parivevisyamaqøu (3,1,21), the Upaniçad pariviçyamãnaa (4,3,5).
Lüders makes no distinction in his translation, but observes thåt the form of the Upanigad is
later (Lüders 1940: 385). Gotõ (1996: 108), however, takes the intensive form of the JUB as
transitive, Indeed, normally such a form is not a passive, but the context excludes the transitive use. The two gentlemen are obviously having dinner. According ro Goto (1996: 108),
the king and the Brahmin Purohita would function as waiters (!) and the scene again is "eine
der Herbergen des Königs". Would Jãnaóruti from the Mahãvrsas also sponsor guesthouscs
among the Kurus? [f the guesthouse is supposed to belong to king Abhipratãrin, why would
this king of charity rcfuse to give food (as a waiter) to a begging Brahmin? Probably the
participle is passive here (cf. Renou 196l: 483 for two posr-Vedic exarnples), For the
middle voice the form ve¡,i{õqa was used.

20 It is remarkable
2l

that Jãnairuti has an intimate connection with the K$attf, a non-Brahmin,
whereas Abhipratãrin is closely associated with his Purohita, a Brahmin. The latt€r king is a
"scholar" rather than a champion of charity or other merits.

It is striking lhat five items

arc mentioned herc whereas in the sar¡rvargavidyã of the JUB
more than five play a role in the cosmic approach, Does this imply that lhe verse only refen
to the microcosmic approach in which indeed five items a¡e found? Or is this one of the
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In the Upani$ad, the Brahmacãrin explicitly says (by way of conclusion) that
he was improperly refused the food (4,3,6). This detail is not found in the JUB.
One may ask why the Brahmacãrin was entitled to draw this conclusion. Probably
the Upaniçad, which replaces bahudha nivisîam (typically referring to the one deity
who is present in many living beings) by hahudha vasantam, emphasizes the identity of all the ãtmans. On account of this, fbod should be shared by all living
beings.

Anyhow, the two gentlemen decide that an answer should be given to

the

Brahman/Brahmacarin. This is done in the form of a verse, which again is enigmatic
at first sight. Presumably this verse is not an interpretation of the riddle (i,e. not a
solution or an answer to its question kas sa), but a verse in which the message of
the riddle is ovem¡led.

In the JUB (3,2,3), the king orders his Purohita (a Brahmin) ro react to the
to say that the king shoukl react himself, as
Lüders (1940: 386), criticizing Oertel, rightly observes.23 In the ChU (4,3,7),

beggar, but Saunaka Kãpeya seems
Saunaka himself takes the initiative.

The passage ends with this verse in the JUB, which by way of addition gives a
(not convincing) interpretation of both verses. In the ChU, food is given to the
Brahmacãrin after the second verse.
The exact meaning of the verse is uncertain. It seems that the speaker (the king
or the Purohita in the JUB, the Purohita in the ChU) ovem¡les the Brahmin or the
Brahmacãrin. In the JUB version, it is said that the greatness of the deity or power
regarded as the highest consists in the fact that he himself being uneaten eats an

22

23

indications that such a verse is older than its context and that consequently the follow-up to
tlrc sa4n,argauirlyi originally did not form a unity with this doctrine?

In the Jaiminrya vcrsion, the verb ist,ij¡ia- 'to discem, know' and the subjcct is e/re; in the
Chãndogya vcrsion the verb is ahhipai- and the subject nrartyri.r. This ¡neans rhat in the
JUB, a lack of knowledge with is observed in sol¡e people. This may exclusively refer to the
microcosmic lcvel and the lack of knowledgc about the cilnnn. TIte rvind is perhaps unsccn,
but not unknown,
The edited texts read the king's worcls as cthhiprararlnwrn vdva prapaclya pratibrfihíti which
would be followed by thc Purohita's answer tvayã vã ayam praryucya irl. Fujii (1989: 995,
n. 3) suggests rcading this as uai¡'riglrrapadya instead of r,,ãva propadya and leaving out iri
after pratibrúhi (both on account of the readings of new MSS). This looks interesting, but
there arc some problems. Why should the author of the text miss the opportunity to confront the king and the (begging) Brahmin? Moreover, the emphatic use of frz¡rl looks like a
reaction of someone who refuscs to do something himself and the repetition innm ... pratihrúhi, tvayã vã (rram pratyucya{r looks strange. On the other hand, Fujii has so¡ne parallels
where indeed the vocativc vaiyãghrapadya makcs sense. Moreover, kings sonretimes ratþcr
emphatically declare that it is the Purohita's task to solve problems; see c.g. JB 3,94. For
the refusal to give food, however, the king was rcsponsible. Even if we accepf the emendalion vaiyãg,hrapadya (a vocative usecl in connection with more clescendants of Vyãghrapad),
the ili after pratihrûhi may be retained.
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ealer (anadyamãno yad adantam øtfi). This may refer to the microcosmic eater
(deva ekaþ ... jagara) Prfua being eaten by the cosmic eater Vãyu on death.

However, the great deity is cal\ed hiraryyadanto rabhaso (em. for rapaso)
na24 sùnuþ 'goldzahnig wie der Sohn derGewalt' (Lüders 1940: 379). He is compared with Agni, and this comparison, as well as his description (hira4yadanta), do
not suit Vãyu. Perhaps the cosmic Prã¡a here is the sun rather than the wind.25 In
tripartite equations the soul (= prana) is sometimes identified with Agni and the
sun2ó. See Bodewitz 1973:349 (index, s.v. Homology).
At least in the JUB version, it is clear that a hierarchy of the cosmic counterpart
of Prana and of Prana itself is described. The cosmic eâter eats the microcosmic
one. This was neither stated in the saryvargavidya nor (as

it seems) in the verse of

the Brahmin or Brahmacãrin. The answer implies a defeat of the beggar.
It is uncertain why the food, having been begged for, is given in the ChU.
Before the order to give the food and after the verse recited in reply, this text (4,3,7)

in the Senart edition: iti vai vayam brahmacãrin idam upãsmahe 'Yoilà,
ô novice, ce que nous professons' (tr. Senart). The manuscripts, however, read
states

brahmacãrin nedam, and brahmacãrin idam is Böhtlingk's conjecture. So we may
also translate this sentence (in which iti not only denotes the end of the verse but
also seems to express a motivation) by 'Therefore we do not value this (food)'
(with Goto 1996: 107). The implication of this addition in the ChU would then be
that food may be given to anyone who possesses the food-eater Prãqa, but
ultimately this Prana is food for its cosmic counterpart, and therefore this food is
only putting off the evil hour.

t

*

*

The ChU ends with an explicit reference to gambling (4,3,8), just as it opened in its
added introductory passage. Both are rnissing in the JUB. With this arrangement the
metaphor of gambling, which was expressed in the samvargavidya, is stressed (or
even overemphasized).

In the passage ChU 4,3,8, the winning graha K¡a is associated with the concept of Virãj. The connection is based on the number ten. The Virãj, which has

24

The comparison expressed by rra was already no longcr understood by the commentaryportion of the JUB (3,2, I 5). The ChU changes the text into (babhaso) ' nasúrir 'the lord of
the breaths'. By doing so the cosmic aspect is removed and thc emphasis on Vãyu or the
sun is lost.

25

see Bodewirz 1973: 272; 1992:. 52.

26

The sun may have been described in the verse. In the context of the saryvarga'¡'idJa, the sun
cannot be the highest deyatã. The cause of this problem may be thc fact that the verse is
older than the context and docs not completely agree with it.
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cosmic implications (more or less the equivalent of the universe), is also a mefe
consisting of ten syllables. In ritual "arithmetics", all kinds of numbers should be
homologized with this tenfold Virãj, e.g. on account of the fact that a number can be
divided by ten and then there is nothing left over (Bodewitz 1987).
The number ten is obtained here by adding the five microcosmic to the five
cosmic powers. This number ten (= y¡¡4¡ is equated with the K¡ta which likewise
has the value of ten (4 + 3 + 2 + l). This tenfold totality (Virãj = Krtam) is equated
with the universe (idam sarvarr), probably consisting of 4 + 4 + 2 quarters of
space.

Lüders pays much attention to this small passage and tries to connect it with
preceding
passages, namely Íhe saryvargavidya which states that on two levels
the

in reply in which the higher
"eater" eats the lower one. In his view the Virãj is even to be situated above the one
eater who eats the other. This would result in the hierarchy of Virãj - Vãyu - Prarra.
I must confess that I do not understand Lüders at all, and I am under the
impression that he is making a construction which misses the support of the text
in this small passage, which is only based on a tripartite equation of tens (5 + 5
powers = the tenfold stake 4 + 3 + 2 + I = the tenfold Virãj) and has no inforone power "eats" four others, and the verse recited

mation on hierarchy. One cannot at the same time equate the tenfold Virãj with the
ten cosmic and microcosmic powers and make it the eater of them.

The Virãj is not only the tenfold metre and the totality of space. It is indeed
alsooftenequatedwith food (e.g. AB 4,16,5; TB 1,6,3,4; SB 7,5,2,19; PB 4,8,4).
In the present context, in which the less powerful being eaten2T by the more powerful plays a role, the Virãj itself becomes a (winning) eater (saisa virad annãdí).
How can the Virãj be food as well as the eater of food? The equations of Virãj and
food mostly concem real food. The term virãj,however, also means ruler. As such,
the Virãj is an annãdin (see note 27). See

SB 12,7,2,20, where the Virãj is called
AB l, 5,23-24 annqnJ
virùt tusmùd yasyaiveha bhúyistham annaryt hhavati sa eva bhuyiçtham \oke
virãjati tad virãjo vit'ã¡nam'The Virãj is food. Therefore he who has here most
food is the most glorious in the world. Therefore the Virãj is called Virãj'. Here,
actual food as well as power play a role in an "etymology" which may be based on
raj 'to rule' or rather 'to shine, be illustrious'. It is possible that in ChU 4,3,8 anna
in the compotnd annãdi¿ also means subjects and that the word Virãj refers to
kingship. By obtaining the number ten one obtains the Virãj, i.e. food (literally or in
the form of subjects) and becomes rich or powerful. The Virãj is a powerful
(annadin) king, but this does not imply that it absorbs cosmic and microcosmic
the lord of food and is equated with king Varu4a. Cf. also

powers like the cosmic and microcosmic Prã4a does.

27

Food and the eating of food oflen refer lo political and economic power, For literarure on
this subject, see Bodewitz 1992: 63, n. 18.
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The conclusion tayedaryt sarvatp dyp¡am. sorvam asyedam dçpry bhavaty
annãdo bhavati ya evam veda was emended by Lüders and his emendation da;¡ant
'mit den Zihnen gepackt' (Lüders 1940: 377) has been followed by several translators. However, the parallels quoted by Lüders all refer to situations in which the
item which is 'mit den Zihnen gepackt' is not actually eaten. Moreover, there are no
places where the Virãj eats concrete food. Therefore

I

retain the transmitted reading

d¡ç¡am and translate: 'Through (= due to) her this universe is seen (or: visible)'.
This refers to one of the meanings of the verb vi-rãj-, namely'to shine'.

)t

*

*

By way of conclusion I give a survey of the development of the theme discussed
above. The following elements of this combination of passages can be discerned.

A.

T\e saryvargavidyã as such, i.e. the theme of the one (cosmic as well

as

microcosmic) power which survives the temporary eclipse of other powers
(JUB 3,1,1-20; ChU 4,3,14).

B.

The discussion between a Brahmin, resp. a Brahmacãrin and a king who
has dinner with his Purohita and refuses to give food to this Brahmin,
resp. Brahmacarin (JUB 3,1.21 ; 3,2; ChU 4,3,5-:l ).

This passage reacts on A, but contains two verses which definitely are much
older. Tlre verse recited by the Brahmin agrees (to some extent) with the seQrvarga-

vidya.The verse recited in reply (originally by the king, in the ChU by his Brahmin
counsellor) overrules the verse recited by the Brahmin by referring to a cosmic
power which "eats" the microcosmic "eater" of the saryvargavidya,

C.

The story

of the hospitable and liberal king, which fonns an introductory

passage to the saryruargavidya, here ascribed to a Brahmin whose know-

king (ChU 4,1-3). There
is an intemal opposition between a meritorious king and a wise Brahmin
who humiliates him and an extemal opposition between this liberal king
and the wise king in B who is not interested in the merits of liberality.
ledge of this doctrine makes him superior to this

D.

A very short concluding addition (ChU 4,3,8) appended to section B by
making that section ending in ChU 4,3,8. Tne metaphor of gambling
(present in the sa4rvargavidya by the term saryvarg,a), which in the intro-

ductory section C was tumed into an explicit comparison (ChU 4,1,4),
now results in a tripartite identification in the concluding section.

In this frnal passage the oppositions of sections B and C are replaced by a
solution which spares the posi¡ion of the king as well as of the Brahmin. It is not
attributecl to any specific person.

The sat¡vargavidyã and its Conîext in Two Sdmavedic Texts
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In the three preceding sections we see a losing king and a humiliating Brahmin

(A), followed by a humiliated Brahmin and a victorious king. The final solution is a
retum to the well-known system of identifications of the Brãhmanas and the old
Sãmavedic emphasis on "arithmetics" based on the tenfold Virãj.
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